
We examine the role of alliance scope in defining 

boundaries, and in shaping interactions between firms in 

cooperative relationships by studying its impact on 

knowledge flows. Using patent data and a sample of R&D 

alliances, we find that the knowledge flows within alliance 

scope were significantly greater than knowledge flows 

outside the scope of the alliance. However our evidence 

also suggests that while in the majority of alliances there 

were no significant flows outside scope, when outside 

flows did occur, they were large in magnitude and 

constituted nearly one third of inside flows. Furthermore, 

outside flows were positively associated with inside flows, 

indicating that they strengthened and reinforced flows 

within scope rather than detracting from them. Our study 

reaffirms the theoretical importance of alliance scope in 

terms of regulating knowledge transfers and defining 

boundaries in cooperative relationships. But it also 

suggests that it is difficult to comprehensively specify 

scope in cooperative relationships ex-ante, which could 

result in significant flows occurring outside scope as 

learning unfolds.   
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Conclusions

How does alliance scope influence knowledge flows 

between firms? To what extent do flows occur within the 

scope of the alliance and outside the scope of an 

alliance? 

• To answer these questions, we examined the 

magnitude of the two types of knowledge flows. 

• If alliance scope delimits areas where knowledge 

transfers occur then flows within alliance scope should 

significantly exceed flows outside scope. 

• If alliance scope does not limit transfers we should 

expect no difference between the magnitude of the two 

flows. 

What are some of the causes of knowledge flows 

outside the scope of the alliance, and ultimately how do 

these outside flows impact knowledge flows occurring 

within the scope of the alliance? 

• To answer the question we examined the relationship 

between flows that occurred outside and within the 

alliance

• If outside flows are due to appropriability hazards and 

are inimical, the relationship would be negative

• If they are an integral part of the knowledge creation 

process, the relationship would be positive as the two 

flows reinforce each other   

• Knowledge flows are complex and spread across 

multiple domains

• Flows within scope significantly exceed knowledge 

flows outside scope

• Outside the scope flows can also be beneficial to an 

alliance.

• Firms should expect certain degree of flows outside 

the scope of an alliance, not be alarmed when that 

occurs.  

Abstract

Sample and data 

collection

Motivation
• Alliances facilitate sharing of complex, tacit knowledge

• But closer coordination also results in unintended 

knowledge transfers and leakage between firms   

• Previous studies: Knowledge transfers in areas outside 

the contractual scope of an alliance undesired, 

detrimental to value creation (e.g. Oxley and Sampson, 

2004)

• Our main message: not necessarily so…. These outside 

flows can also be beneficial for the alliance

• Valuable knowledge is complex and tends to be spread 

out across multiple, interconnected domains  

• Some knowledge transfers in areas outside the scope of 

the alliance is inevitable, if not necessary for learning 

within the scope of the alliance

• For effective knowledge transfer to take place, often the 

whole system of principles on which the knowledge is 

built needs to be transferred rather than any one part or 

subset 

Hypothesis 1: Knowledge flows within the 

scope of the alliance will be significantly 

greater than knowledge flows outside the 

scope of the alliance. 

Within the scope flows > Outside the scope 

flows

Dyad Relatively Large 

Stock Firm

Relatively Small 

Stock Firm

Full sample Significant Significant Significant

Low Technological 

Overlap

Significant Not Significant Not Significant

High Technological 

Overlap

Significant Significant Significant

Equity Alliance Significant Not Significant Significant

Non Equity Alliance Significant Significant Significant

Broad Scope Significant Not significant Significant

Narrow Scope Significant Significant Significant

Direct Competitors Not Significant Negative, 

Significant

Not Significant

Indirect Competitors Significant Significant Significant

Regression 

Results

Full sample & 

Subsamples
• Securities Data Corporation (SDC) 

• NBER patent database (Hall, Jaffe and Trajtenberg

2001)- knowledge flows measured using patent data.  

• Our sample consists of 667 alliances involving 

collaborative R&D activities exclusively, from 1988-

1996, inclusive. 

• Identified the scope of the alliance from SDC

• Some of our hypotheses can be tested at dyadic level; 

But ultimately we needed to split each dyad so we can 

test the hypotheses at the individual firm level

• Split dyad and created two separate samples: Large 

stock firms, Small stock firms

• Large stock firms- firms in the dyad that have a larger 

patent stock than the partner (patent count of Large 

Stock firms> patent count of small stock firms)

• Dependent Variables: 

• Within the scope flows : Change in citations to the 

partner in the technological classes covered by the 

alliance agreement.

• Outside the scope flows : Change in citations to 

the partner in the technological classes outside the 

scope of the alliance agreement.  

Hypotheses

Hypothesis 2: Knowledge flows outside 

the scope of the alliance will be positively

associated with knowledge flows within the 

scope of the alliance. 

Outside the scope flows (+) Within the 

scope flows 

Hypothesis 2-alt: Knowledge flows 

outside the scope of the alliance will be 

negatively associated with knowledge 

flows within the scope of the alliance.

Outside the scope flows (–) Within the 

scope flows 

Within the 

scope

Outside the 

scope

Difference

Dyad level 104.62 11.93 92.69***

Small Stock Firms 41.54 4.08 37.46***

Large Stock Firms 67.42 8.49 58.93***

Knowledge Flows 

Statistics


